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Abstract

Existing multimedia document models like HTML,
MHEG, SMIL, and HyTime lack appropriate modeling
primitives to fit the needs of next generation multimedia
applications which bring up requirements like reusability
of multimedia content in different presentations and con-
texts, and adaptation to user preferences. In this paper,
we motivate and present new requirements stemming from
advanced multimedia applications and the resulting con-
sequences for multimedia document models. Along these
requirements, we discuss HTML, HyTime, MHEG, SMIL,
and ZYX, a new model that has been developed with spe-
cial focus on reusability and adaptation. The analysis and
comparison of the models show the limitations of existing
models, point the way to the need for new flexible multime-
dia document models, and throw light on the many impli-
cations on authoring systems, multimedia content manage-
ment, and presentation.

1. Introduction

The initial requirements to multimedia documents were
the modeling of the temporal and spatial course of a mul-
timedia presentation and also the modeling of interaction.
To offer suitable support for multimedia applications, stan-
dardization activities started and commercial tools were
evolving. The development and the passing of standards
took quite a long time, while in the meantime very sophis-
ticated commercial multimedia authoring tools came to the
market that support their own proprietary format and only
by now start to cross the bridge to standards.

However, we think that both the standards and the com-
mercial tools developed so far only partially offer the nec-
essary prerequisites for multimedia document modeling as
next generation multimedia applications extend the initial
requirements by far: demand forreusabilityof the media
including entire documents and parts of documents, mod-
eling of adaptationto user specific needs and context, and
wide-spread usein the Internet.

Why do we consider these to be the new requirements
to multimedia documents? As authoring of multimedia
information is a very time consuming and costly task the
reuse of material is definitely of high interest simply from
an economical point of view. But reuse by means of “cut
and paste” obviously can not be a solution, rather distinct
and fine-grained reuse of multimedia content is highly de-
manded. Personalization and adaptation of information
systems to personal needs and personal interests become
more and more important (e.g., [4]). The trend to offer
a user the most suitable and narrowed down multimedia
information can be seen in research prototypes from dif-
ferent research areas, e.g., an adaptive tutorial agent [22],
adaptive textbooks on the WWW [7], personalized news
paper [14], personalized delivery of news [16], etc. Per-
sonalization and adaptation in consequence call for the en-
hancement of multimedia content with metadata to allow
for the targeted context-specific selection of multimedia
content. Another new requirement to a document model
is its Internet-applicability, i.e., how it can cope with the
demands of the heterogeneous environment of the Internet.

Within our project “Gallery of Cardiac Surgery” [15]
(Cardio-OP)1, that aims at the development of an Internet-
based and database-driven multimedia information system
in the domain of cardiac surgery, we find a representative
application that explicitly requires a model for multime-
dia material which can be extensively reused in different
contexts. Based on a multimedia content repository, the sy-
stem is going to serve as a common information and educa-
tion base for its different types of users, physicians, medi-
cal lecturers, students, and patients, who are provided with
multimedia informationaccording to their user specific re-
quests, their different understanding of the selected subject,
their location and technical infrastructure. For example,

1Cardio-OP - Gallery of Cardiac Surgery - is partially funded by the
German Ministry of Research and Education, grant number 08C58456.
Our project partners are the University Hospital of Ulm, Dept. of Cardiac
Surgery and Dept. of Cardiology, the University Hospital of Heidelberg,
Dept. of Cardiac Surgery, an associated Rehabilitation Hospital, thepub-
lishers Barth-Verlag and dpunkt-Verlag, Heidelberg, FAW Ulm, and EN-
TEC GmbH, St. Augustin. For details see also URL www.informatik.uni-
ulm.de/dbis/Cardio-OP/



a high quality multimedia presentation, dynamically com-
posed during a lecture at the university campus, should be
available for students at home for revise although they do
not need the high quality of videos or images. Therefore,
either the multimedia material must be delivered to the stu-
dent with a lower quality and lower bitrate or high data vol-
ume parts like video are replaced by “comparable” but less
voluminous parts like a slide show. To achieve this kind of
functionality, a suitable multimedia document model that
allows for flexible and context-dependent reuse of a multi-
media document and parts of it is needed.

In this paper2, we identify and present the requirements
for suitable multimedia document models imposed by up-
coming advanced applications like Cardio-OP. We then in-
troduce the reader to the standard multimedia document
models HTML, HyTime, MHEG, SMIL, and to ZYX [1], a
model that has been developed by our group with advanced
applications in mind. Along the requirements, we analyze
and compare these document models. We expose the lim-
itations and drawbacks we find with the existing standards
and show how these can be overcome with new document
models like ZYX. Concluding, we give an idea of the impli-
cations of this new kind of document models which call for
a concerted action on developing next generation authoring
and management tools for advanced multimedia applica-
tions.

2. Requirements to Next Generation Multime-
dia Document Models

In this section, we identify requirements to multimedia
document models. These can be divided into the traditional
requirementstemporal model, spatial model, and modeling
of interaction, which we consider to be imperative for any
multimedia document model, and the advanced require-
ments reusability, adaptation, and presentation-neutral
representation, which we expect to be demanded more and
more by future multimedia applications. The requirements
constitute a metric along which selected multimedia docu-
ment models are analyzed in Section 4.

Temporal model. A temporal model (see also [17, 24,
5, 8]) describes temporal dependencies between the me-
dia elements of a multimedia document. One can find four
types of temporal models:point-basedtemporal models,
interval-basedtemporal models, andevent-basedtempo-
ral models. Another way to specify temporal relations be-
tween media elements is by the use ofscripts– programs
written in a scripting language which can comprise tempo-
ral synchronization operations.

2An extended version of this paper can be found in [2].

Spatial Model. Three approaches of positioning the vi-
sual elements on the presentation medium can be distin-
guished: absolute positioningbased on a coordinate sy-
stem,directional relations[19], using relations likestrong-
north andweak-north(to specify overlapping), andtopo-
logical relations[6] using relations likedisjoint, meet, and
overlap.

Interaction. For the modeling of user interaction, one
can distinguish two basic types of interaction:navigational
interactionsproviding for control of the flow of a presen-
tation anddesign interactionsmanipulating the visible and
audible layout of a presentation.

Reusability. Reusability of document content can be
characterized along three dimensions:granularityof reuse,
kind of reuse, and support foridentificationof reusable
components. The granularity of reuse determineswhat
can be reused. Regarding multimedia document models,
we can distinguish at least three levels of granularity of
reusable components: reuse of complete multimedia doc-
uments, reuse of fragments of multimedia documents like
single scenes or chapters, and reuse of individual atomic
media elements such as a video or audio.

For all three levels of granularity we distinguish the
different kinds of reuse, i.e.,how material can be reused
for the composition of new documents. Identical reusage
provides for reuse of components with all their original
temporal, spatial, and interaction relationships and con-
straints, whereas structural reusage separates the layout
from the structure of components and reuses only the struc-
tural parts.

Before we can reuse components, identification and se-
lection of the component must take place. This calls for
metadata and mechanisms for classifying, indexing, and
querying components.

Adaptation. The presentation of multimedia documents,
preferably, is adapted to the user’s context. For this adapta-
tion, we distinguish betweenadaptation to personal inter-
est, which adapts the contents of a document to the user’s
interests, andadaptation to technical infrastructure, which
technically adapts the infrastructure available to a user. For
example, consider a professor on campus who is interested
to see in-depth multimedia material on coronary artery by-
pass grafting, and an undergraduate student at home who
needs to get only an abstraction of the same material.

Depending onwhendifferent “alternatives” are defined
that can be exploited for adaptation, we distinguish be-
tween static adaptationand dynamic adaptation. With
static adaptation the adaptable alternatives must be known
and included in the document at authoring time. Whereas



for dynamic adaptation, the available alternatives are de-
termined depending on the specific context at presentation
time.

Presentation-neutral Representation. In a heteroge-
neous network environment, it is desirable that the material
of a multimedia application can be presented with mini-
mal implementation effort. Thus, it makes perfect sense to
reuse existing presentation software, e.g., HTML browsers,
MHEG engines. As a consequence, the multimedia ma-
terial has to be modeled in apresentation-neutralway,
i.e., independent of the actual realization of a presentation.
This is a challenging problem as it calls for automatic con-
version of the multimedia document model used for the
presentation-neutral description of multimedia content into
the multimedia document model used for presentation of
the multimedia content.

In general, two major characteristics influence the con-
vertability between multimedia document models [21]:
multimedia functionality, which is the expressiveness of the
modeling primitives of a multimedia document model, and
the semantic level. A document model describes a docu-
ment on a high semantic level if the document’s structure is
specified rather than its presentation. In order to allow for
automatic conversion, the description of multimedia con-
tent should take place on a high level of semantics.

3. Existing Multimedia Document Models

In this section, we briefly introduce the most rele-
vant standards for multimedia document models: HTML,
SMIL, MHEG-5, and HyTime. Then ZYX as an example
for a document model aiming at overcoming the deficien-
cies of traditional models with regard to advanced applica-
tions is described in some more detail.

HTML [20] is the standard document model we en-
counter on the WWW. Based on SGML, it defines a syn-
tax to enrich text pages with structural and layout informa-
tion. There are efforts to allow for the dynamic manipula-
tion of the structure, layout, and content of a HTML doc-
ument with scripting languages, a technique which is also
called Dynamic HTML (DHTML). SMIL [10] is an effort
by the W3C aiming at synchronized multimedia presenta-
tions on the web. A SMIL document provides synchro-
nization of continuous media elements and constitutes an
integrated presentation. The ISO MHEG-5 standard [12]
provides an object-oriented data model for multimedia doc-
uments. The standard defines a hierarchy of classes featur-
ing attributes, actions, and events. These classes constitute
a framework for describing multimedia presentations. In-
stances of the classes are glued together usinglinks, which
resemble event-condition-action rules and define the be-
haviour of a presentation. MHEG-6 [13, 9] defines an in-

terface between an MHEG-5 presentation engine and Java
applets which can further influence the behaviour of a pre-
sentation. HyTime [11, 18] allows for the enrichment of
SGML document type definitions (DTD) with well-defined
multimedia semantics allowing for the structural descrip-
tion of multimedia content. The main primitives provided
by HyTime arearchitectural forms(AF). Any SGML ele-
ment type can be associated with an AF thereby inheriting
its multimedia semantics and attributes.

The ZYX model [1] developed by our group describes
complete or fragments of multimedia documents by the
means of a tree. The nodes of the tree are calledpresenta-
tion elements. Each presentation element has got abinding
pointassociated with it. Such a binding point can be bound
to onevariableof another presentation element, thus creat-
ing the edges of the tree. The presentation elements are the
generic elements of the model. They can representatomic
media elements(e.g., videos, images and text) oroperator
elements, which combine presentation elements with cer-
tain semantics. There are operator elements that allow for
temporal synchronization, definition of interaction, adap-
tation, and for the spatial, audible, and visible layout (the
so-calledprojector elements) of the document.

It is possible to delay the process of variable binding by
leaving variables unbound. This allows for the definition
of templateswhich can be customized to a specific prob-
lem at a later point in time. Furthermore, a tree can be
encapsulated by acomplex media elementwhich can then
be used in other trees like any other presentation element.
Unbound variables of an encapsulated tree are exported by
the complex media element allowing for the encapsulation
of templates. Thus, a complex media element is somehow
a black box view of a ZYX tree.

4. Analysis

In this section, we analyze how the multimedia docu-
ment models HTML, MHEG-5, HyTime, SMIL, and ZYX
introduced in the previous section fulfil the requirements
outlined in Section 2. A more detailed analysis of the doc-
ument models can be found in [2].

Temporal Model. HTML does not offer constructs to
specify temporal synchronization between media elements.
With DHTML, the temporal course of a presentation can
be programmed in a scripting language. MHEG-5 spec-
ifies the temporal course of a presentation by means of
its link concept. Thus, the temporal model of MHEG-
5 is event-based. HyTime provides a means to definen-
dimensional coordinate spaces which can include time di-
mensions. Media elements can be placed into this coordi-
nate space. Hence, the temporal model of HyTime is point-
based. SMIL follows an interval-based approach to tem-



poral synchronization. The presentation intervals of media
elements can be coordinated by the use of the schedule el-
ementspar, which specifies parallel presentation ofn in-
tervals, andseq, which allows for sequential presentation.
The temporal model of ZYX is closely related to the tem-
poral model of SMIL. ZYX defines the temporal operator
elementsseq andpar which resemble the parallel and se-
quential elements of SMIL. Furthermore, theloop opera-
tor element and thedelay temporal operator elements are
defined providing for loops and delays during the presen-
tation. The ZYX temporal model must be considered as
interval-based.

Spatial Model. All examined document models define
the spatial layout of a presentation by absolute position-
ing. In HTML, control of the spatial layout can be achieved
by the use of tables and frame sets. MHEG-5 provides at-
tributes for visual media elements defining the coordinates
of their presentation area. HyTime providesn-dimensional
coordinate spaces including spatial dimensions. SMIL al-
lows to define fixed rectangular regions, so-calledchan-
nels. In a similar way, spatial layout in ZYX is defined by
the use of spatial projector elements. A spatial projector
element defines rectangular region of the presentation area
in which the subtree below the spatial projector element is
presented.

Interaction. HTML provides links which allow for nav-
igational interaction. Using DHTML, more sophisticated
interactions like design interactions can be programmed by
the use of scripts. MHEG-5 provides a small set of basic
interaction classes for the modeling of navigational, and de-
sign interactions. HyTime provides mechanisms to define
the spatial and temporal coordination of a presentation by
the use ofn-dimensional coordinate spaces, which require
to know all spatial and temporal positions of media objects
in advance. This excludes ad-hoc navigational interaction
by the user. The concept of links in SMIL provides for nav-
igational interaction. But no support is given for the speci-
fication of design interactions. The ZYX model defines two
types of interaction elements,navigationalinteraction ele-
ments anddesigninteraction elements. An example for a
navigational interaction element is thelink element that al-
lows to specify hypertext structures as in SMIL or HTML.
The design interaction elements are interactive versions of
projector elements. For example, with respect to the typo-
graphic projector that allows to set font, size and style of
a text, theinteractive typographic projector elementspeci-
fies that these values can be set interactively when the doc-
ument is presented.

Reusability. HTML allows to reference whole docu-
ments and single media elements viauniform resource lo-

cators (URL). However, it is not possible to reference just a
fragment of an HTML document. Thus, reusability is only
supported on the highest and lowest level of granularity as
identified in Section 2. As there is no clear distinction be-
tween structure and layout of an HTML document, reuse
can only be identical. In order to support selection and
identification of documents, HTML allows for the specifi-
cation of metadata by means of attribute-value pairs in the
head of a document.

Considering the granularity of reuse in MHEG-5, it is
important to notice that the media elements of an applica-
tion are structured intogroupswhich can be explicitly ad-
dressed. Hence, groups constitute the units which can be
reused. As a document is a group, it is possible to reuse
entire MHEG-5 documents. Likewise, scenes are MHEG-
5 groups and, hence, could be reused in principal. Since
scenes can refer to objects global to an MHEG-5 document
which are contained in the application object, it is not pos-
sible to reuse scenes which depend on such global objects.
Therefore, there is no general support for reusability at the
level of document fragments. As media elements do not in-
clude the underlying raw medium data but also just can re-
fer to this data, groups can share at least the raw media data
allowing for reuse at the level of media elements. Since
MHEG-5 aims less at modeling the structure of a multi-
media application but at representing its final presentation
form, which includes the layout, groups can only be reused
identically. The identification and selection of groups to be
reused is a serious problem in MHEG-5 as no metadata can
be assigned to MHEG objects.

HyTime allows for reusability on all levels of granular-
ity identified in the requirements section. Single media el-
ements and complete documents can be referenced as en-
tities and therefore be reused. Moreover, usinglocators,
parts of a HyTime document can be referenced by name,
position, or even by the use of a powerful query language.
As any SGML DTD can be made HyTime-compliant, Hy-
Time documents describe rather the structure of a docu-
ment than its presentation semantics. Thus, HyTime allows
for structural reuse. Moreover, because HyTime is inde-
pendent of a DTD, a DTD can be provided with support
for classification of (parts of) documents, e.g., by the use
of attribute-value pairs. Hence, HyTime offers support for
selection and identification of reusable components.

As SMIL can reference complete documents and single
media elements by the use of URL, it allows for reuse at
the according levels of granularity as defined in Section 2.
However, SMIL does not support the reuse of fragments of
documents. SMIL separates layout specifications, which
have to go into the head of the document, from the struc-
tural specifications given in the body. But as both kinds
of specifications are closely interrelated, SMIL provides
only for identical reuse. Like HTML, SMIL allows to de-



fine meta-attributes within the head element of a document.
Such meta-attributes can be used to specify metadata pro-
viding support for selection and identification.

The ZYX document model has been designed to support
all levels of granularity of reuse. To support reusability
of media elements, atomic media elements are provided
which can be reused in any ZYX specification tree. Like-
wise, complex media elements which encapsulate specifi-
cation trees can be reused in any other tree. As the encap-
sulated specification trees can smoothly range from small
logical parts of a document to entire documents, ZYX sup-
ports reuse both on the level of entire documents and fine-
grained document fragments. Moreover, the ability to en-
capsulate templates in complex media elements provides
for the reuse of document templates. The ability to de-
lay the process of variable binding allows for the separa-
tion of the presentation elements building the structure of
a document and the projector elements determining its lay-
out. This allows for structural reuse of ZYX specification
trees. As complex media elements may include projector
elements defining visual and audible layout this provides
for identical reuse of components, as well. Concerning se-
lection and identification of reusable elements, ZYX allows
media elements, either complex or atomic, to be annotated
with key-value pairs.

Adaptation. Since HTML does not offer any mechanism
to specify adaptation of a document to a user’s interests
or to technical infrastructure, we consider only DHMTL
here. DHTML allows to dynamically manipulate the struc-
ture and content of HTML documents by the use of scripts.
Therefore, adaptation to user interest or technical infras-
tructure can be programmed with the help of a script. In a
first step, such a script has to determine the user or system
profile, for example by a database query. In the second step,
the script has to change the structure of the HTML docu-
ment according to the profile. As the author of the script
must encode and thus know at authoring time all adaptation
alternatives, this kind of adaptation must be considered as
static.

MHEG-5 defines classes for variables whose contents
can be tested. Variables can be used to choose between dif-
ferent branches of a presentation. Thus, a profile defining
user interest and technical infrastructure could be modeled
using variables. However, the problem is how such a profile
is set. MHEG-5 allows to set variables only from within a
document. User-specific adaptation would require to make
the determination of the profile a part of the MHEG-5 doc-
ument. In MHEG-6, the MHEG engine could call a Java
applet which retrieves the actual values for a given profile
and then sets the variables of the document. So, with the
use of MHEG-6, adaptation of a presentation to user inter-
est or technical infrastructure is possible. Since all adap-

tation alternatives must be specified within a document at
authoring time, this is static adaptation.

Since HyTime can be used with any concrete DTD, it is
always possible to define specific attributes with elements
of a DTD that characterize (parts of) documents or media
elements in terms of user interest or technical properties
like bandwidth needed, resolution or frame rate required.
It is also possible to check for values of such element at-
tributes by using the Query-Locator. But the results of such
queries checking attribute values are fully determined by
the concrete document content and cannot be modified by
external parameters like those in a user or system profile.
Hence, it is not possible to adapt a HyTime document ac-
cording to external parameters like a profile.

SMIL offers theswitchelement to model alternative pre-
sentation variants. Using this element, different adaptation
alternatives can be specified inside the document at author-
ing time. Thus, the switch element allows for static adap-
tation. The selection of the alternatives is guided by simple
predicates which include parameters set outside the SMIL
document. These parameters are predefined by the stan-
dard and describe mainly technical features like the avail-
able bandwidth. This allows to adapt a SMIL document to
technical infrastructure.

The ZYX model offers operator elements to support
adaptation to a user’s profile by means ofswitch elements
and query elements. Comparable to SMIL, a switch ele-
ment allows to specify different presentation alternatives
for a part of the document, thus allowing for static adapta-
tion. In contrast to SMIL, the scope of a switch statement
is not limited to predefined parameters but allows for arbi-
trary variables and predicates. Thus, ZYX allows for adap-
tation to user interest and system structure. The switch el-
ement is useful if all adaptation alternatives are known to
the author of a document. In order to allow for dynamic
adaptation, thequeryelement is provided. This element is
a placeholder for a media element which is described by
the means of a query. The query is represented by a set of
key-value pairs. When the document is selected for presen-
tation the query element is evaluated and replaced by the
complex or atomic media element best matching the set of
key-value pairs with regard to the user profile.

Presentation-neutral Representation. As HTML does
not clearly separate the layout of a document from its struc-
ture, the semantic level of a HTML document description
is not as high as HyTime though it is comparable to SMIL.
However, HTML offers only extremely limited multime-
dia functionality (even simple temporal synchronization
is not possible). To offer more multimedia functionality,
DHTML must be employed. Since DHMTL scripts must
imperatively implement multimedia functionality, their use
extremely reduces the semantic level of a document de-



scription. Thus, neither HTML nor DHMTL are well suited
for presentation-neutral representation of multimedia doc-
ument content.

MHEG-5 primarily aims at a detailed and platform in-
dependent description of a presentation, i.e., the layout, of
a document. To achieve this goal, the standard provides
MHEG-5 with rich multimedia functionality. However, the
description of the structure of an MHEG-5 document is
very poor. Hence, the level of semantic modeling is very
low. Thus, MHEG-5 cannot support presentation-neutral
representation of multimedia documents.

Since HyTime mainly specifies the structure and se-
mantics of a multimedia document, it is very well-suited
for presentation-neutral representation of multimedia doc-
uments. HyTime offers specification of document content
at a high semantic level though it lacks multimedia func-
tionality (especially in the area of interaction).

In contrast to HyTime documents, a SMIL document de-
scribes in more detail the presentation of the document but
less detailed the structure of the document. However, SMIL
offers more multimedia functionality than HyTime. Com-
pared to MHEG-5, the description of SMIL documents
takes place on a higher level of semantics though lacking
the comprehensive multimedia functionality of MHEG-5.
Hence, SMIL ranks between HyTime and MHEG-5 with
respect to its support for presentation-neutral representa-
tion.

As it is possible in ZYX to separate structure and lay-
out of a document due to the ability to delay the pro-
cess of variable binding and to encapsulate templates in
complex media elements, the semantic level of a docu-
ment description is quite high and thus the model is suited
for presentation-neutral representation of multimedia doc-
ument content. The amount of multimedia functionality
offered by ZYX exceeds SMIL but ranks below MHEG-5.

Summary. Summarizing, we can say that none of the
examined standards for multimedia document models
HTML, MHEG-5, HyTime, and SMIL offers sufficient
support for all requirements arising from advanced mul-
timedia applications. HTML can hardly be characterized
as a multimedia document model because it lacks support
for even the most basic multimedia requirement, a tempo-
ral model. Though HTML can become a quite powerful
multimedia document model by the extension to DHTML,
it still lacks support for reuse at all levels of granularity and
suffers from a low semantic level of content description
which leaves DHTML unsuitable for presentation-neutral
description of multimedia content. This is also the case
with MHEG-5. Although MHEG-5 offers a high multime-
dia functionality, it mainly describes the presentation and
not the structure of a multimedia document and, therefore,
cannot be employed for presentation-neutral modeling of

multimedia document content. Furthermore, reuse at the
level of fragments is severely hampered due to the unflex-
ible scene-based document structure. Powerful support for
reuse is the strength of HyTime. Moreover, HyTime de-
scribes document content at a very high semantical level
and, thus, is perfectly suited for presentation-neutral mod-
eling of document content. However, the lacking capabil-
ity of interaction modeling and modeling of adaption is a
serious drawback. In contrast to HyTime, SMIL offers the
modeling of static adaptation to technical infrastructureand
navigational interaction. Furthermore, the semantic level of
a SMIL document description ranks between MHEG-5 and
HyTime and, hence, is quite well suited for the presentation
neutral description of multimedia document content. How-
ever, reuse at the level of fragments is not possible as is the
modeling of design interactions.

Since ZYX has been designed with the fulfilment of the
advanced requirements in mind, it offers reuse on all three
levels of granularity, static and dynamic adaptation to user
specific needs, a quite high semantic level of document de-
scription, and presentation-neutral representation of multi-
media content. Regarding the traditional requirements, suf-
ficient multimedia functionality has been provided to allow
for interesting multimedia presentations including design
interactions.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Driven by our advanced multimedia information system
application Cardio-OP, we first have identified an advanced
set of new requirements for multimedia document models:
reusability of multimedia content, adaptation of multime-
dia content to user needs and interests, andpresentation-
neutral descriptionof the structure and content of multime-
dia documents. These requirements complement the more
traditional requirements for multimedia document mod-
els, i.e., temporal, spatial, and interaction modeling, well
known so far. We then have presented an analysis of the
relevant standard formats and models, i.e., HTML, SMIL,
MHEG-5, HyTime, including the ZYX model which has
been designed to meet the advanced requirements. We have
presented the capabilities and identified the limitations of
these models. The shortcomings of standards call for a new
initiative for next generation multimedia document models.
As illustrated by ZYX [1] it is very well possible to push the
limits of existing approaches and to meet the new require-
ments.

We would like to point out that the implications of our
analysis and of approaches trying to resolve the shortcom-
ings of existing models are significant: There arises an ur-
gent need for appropriate authoring tools that support fine-
grained reuse of multimedia content, adaptability of con-
tent to user needs and individual interest, and, as a di-



rect consequence, the presentation-neutral representation
of material, e.g., in a database. When developing the mul-
timedia content repository of Cardio-OP based on ZYX we
made this painful experience. Our group has already devel-
oped a DataBlade module for the object-relational database
system Informix Dynamic Server / Universal Data Option
capable of managing ZYX documents and fragments [3].
We currently develop an authoring tool and a presentation
engine for ZYX, since presentation-neutral representation
of multimedia content as well as adaptation support directly
impacts the design of authoring and presentation tools.
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